
 
 

Mandatory equipment for all vehicles: (separate list for bikes) 

 Rollcage (except GPS CUP but highly recommended) 
 Harness (4 points minimum - except GPS CUP) 
 Helmets (ECE Norm) for driver and co-driver, in all categories  
 Hans device highly recommended and compulsory for SSV’s 
 Race suits (Flame resistant compulsory for SSV’s) 
 Window nets on front doors for driver and co-driver if the windows have been taken out   or don’t exist  
 GPS (mapping highly recommended) 
 USB Stick and (laptop highly recommended) 
 Terra trip or equivalent (except GPS Cup) 
 Mobile phone 
 2 sand ladders / mats 
 1 shovel 
 2 strops (6 tonnes/9m) with shackles 
 2 x towing hooks (1 at front and 1 at rear marked in red) 
 Mud flaps (only on the rear on SSV’s) 
 10 litres of drinking water 
 Fuel tank with 450 kms autonomy (except SSV 120 kms), 
 2 spare wheels or 1 spare wheel and a spare tyre (SSV 1 spare wheel) 
 Hazard Warning triangle 
 Fluorescent vest x 2 
 First aid kit with 2 x survival blanket 
 Tarpaulin 
 Fire extinguisher (2 kg minimum) within easy access of the driver and co-driver 
 2 emergency flares/rockets 

 
 

All parts in the vehicle must have been attached/fixed so they pose no danger to passengers or bystanders. 
 

The use of helmets is mandatory for the Cross Country and GPS CUP categories. The use of harnesses is 
mandatory for Cross Country. For GPS CUP the wearing of seatbelts is mandatory. 

 
For all vehicles, the filling of fuel tanks shall in no case require opening the engine compartment and the filler 
hole must not be situated in the passenger compartment (except SSV’s). 
 
Any competitor unable to present at the start of a stage all the above equipment will be denied his start until 
he is compliant. 

 

Recommended Equipment : 
 

 Satellite phone, external and internal circuit breaker clearly marked, adequate lighting, reading light, 
flashlight, pocket mirror, third brake light (one left and one right even better), two additional dust lights 
(red, orange or yellow) at the rear of the vehicle, jump leads, sleeping bag and tent,... 

 
Prohibited Equipment 

 
In the cab of the vehicle, it is forbidden to carry fuel cannisters 
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